Save Time and Money with

OMNIGO
ASSET MANAGEMENT
POWERED BY QUARTERMASTER
Omnigo Asset Management powered by QuarterMaster is the superior
end-to-end inventory solution for managing all assets, consumables,
and returnables in one centralized system that’s easily accessible by all
agency units.

omnigo.com

Eliminate Cumbersome
Spreadsheets and
Paper Files

Know Exactly Who
Has What and
Where It Is

Save Time by
Streamlining Your
Ordering Process

An efficient, fully
compatible barcode
tracking system makes it
easy to control stock
levels and quickly look up
product information.

Easily track who is
accountable for apparel,
equipment, and supplies
that have been issued.

Track and manage
equipment usage levels,
avoid stock outages, and
generate a report and usage
list of items that have been
issued to employees.

Protect Your
Assets and Ensure
Equipment Safety

Boost Efficiency and
Simplify Inventory
Management

Control Costs
and Reduce
Waste

Receive warranty
expiration and
maintenance reminders
on vital equipment, and
ensure you’re maintaining
an adequate supply of
critical inventory.

Quickly and efficiently
perform inventories
without the need to go
through paperwork and
physical files.

Save time and eliminate
paper with one centralized
system that helps you
control material costs and
make more profitable
business decisions.

ELIMINATE CUMBERSOME SPREADSHEETS AND PAPER
FILES
Delete your spreadsheets and throw out your cabinets full of paper files.
QuarterMaster makes it easy to track all equipment, uniforms, and supplies with
intelligent barcode tracking that manages supply information and physical
inventory levels in one centralized system that can be accessed by all
departments.
The fully compatible barcode tracking system makes it easy to control stock levels
and quickly look up information on products such as received, in inventory, and
issued from stock, including physical inventories.
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KNOW EXACTLY WHO HAS WHAT AND WHERE IT IS
Manage your in-stock inventory and easily track what’s been checked-in or
checked-out by employees and for vehicles, with a complete history of the
equipment.
 Track guard/unit supply consumption
 Monitor equipment check-in/check-out
 Incorporated e-signatures for check-in and check-out
 Track assets and supplies assigned to all guards and vehicles
 Individual issued detail report
 Lists of required returnables and assets

SAVE TIME BY STREAMLINING YOUR ORDERING PROCESS
A fully streamlined audit trail verifies and eliminates inconsistencies.
 Set reorder point alerts on all key security equipment
 Prevent outages or low inventory through automation
 Streamline ordering through kit management
and an optional online storefront

ENSURE EQUIPMENT SAFETY
We understand the importance of ensuring your equipment can stand up to your
hard work. QuarterMaster can help by:
 Providing re-order point and warranty expiration alerts
 Allowing for assembly of equipment for each vehicle and tracking of all assets
deployed
 Capturing asset maintenance checklists
 Tracking maintenance requests to completion
 Alerting users to required actions related to items that may need to be
replaced
 Providing notifications on items that may need preventative maintenance
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BOOST OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY AND SIMPLIFY
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Save time by managing equipment, uniforms, and supplies in one place. Built-in
tools allow users to perform inventories quickly and efficiently, without the need
to go through piles of paperwork, physical files, or other makeshift organization
solutions.
 Simplify shelf inventory management and re-stocking while managing asset
usage, inspections, calibration, and maintenance
 Quickly inventory both serialize and “bulk” items such as uniforms and
supplies
 Allow multiple units to receive, stock, and issue different types of equipment

CONTROL COSTS AND REDUCE WASTE
With one centralized inventory system, users can easily track supply levels,
helping to ensure auditing compliance, save resources, reduce money wasted on
lost assets.
 Track and manage usage levels of valuable equipment
 Avoid stock outages
 Generate a complete report and usage list of items issued to employees
 Sends re-order point and warranty expiration alerts
 Alert Notifications include:
o

Warranty expirations

o

Expiration for any required consumables

o

Low stock inventory

LEARN MORE OR
REQUEST A LIVE DEMO
call: 866.421.2374
email: sales@omnigo.com
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